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Eridium blight cult of the vault

in: Cleanup, Borderlands 2, Challenges Share Cleanup Borderlands 2 Challenges Community Content is available under CC-BY-SA unless otherwise noted. Freedom! Dashboard Media &gt; Partner Content! &gt; Gameplay &gt; XenMedio PRO © Jason Axelrod from 8WAYRUN.COM Freedom! Dashboard Media &gt; Partner Content! &gt; Gameplay &gt;
FlagView HistoryHero's Pass is one of the 27 most important places on Pandora. Hero's Pass is the penultimate place of the campaign. You can only reach this area via Eridium Blight or a quick travel station. The area is a Hyperion controlledMine website, so you can expect many of their structures and eridium veins in the jagged walls The location is quite
linear and does not offer much in terms of exploration. Hyperion PersonelLoadersConstructorSurveyorsThere are two vault symbols in this area. The first symbol is located in the start area directly behind and to the right of the two machines. The second is under a platform down a staircase about halfway through the village. When you arrive for the first time,
go up stairs to see two vending machines (health and ammunition) and a fast travel node. Directly behind and slightly to the right of the machines, you should see the first Vault icon for this area. Immediately after this area there is an electric fence on the right. If you follow the connected power cables, you will eventually come across the electrical fuse box
that disables them. The box is a little out of the way, but easy to notice. There are three separable respawn points up to the halftime mark. At this point, if you look down into the lava, you can actually see the remains of the ship on which Mordecai and Brick flew. Go a little further and after battling more enemies you should be able to discover the second and
last Vault icon for the area just below this staircase. Following the path, the rest of the way leads you to a fight with a constructor. Once you get through, your reward is a large loot chest right next to the exit to the warrior's vault. FlagView HistoryThere are Vault icons hidden throughout Pandora. If you find all of them in a specific area, you will receive
additional badass points. They reveal the fact that there is more than one vault. Sir Hammerlock's Big Game Hunt - Vault SymbolsImages can be clicked to view larger versions. Check the interactive maps for the exact locations of each Vault icon. Bloodshot Ramparts Symbol Position 49520_2013-08-14_00002.png 49520_2013-08-14_00001.png After you
have fought your way through this position, the map begins to curve like a backward S. There is a large metal beam that is located over the opening of the this part of the map. Secure a little of this opening and you will see a ramp to your left. The symbol is located under the ramp on the wall behind it. Bloodshot Stronghold Symbol Location
Borderlands2_Symbol_42.jpg Borderlands2_Symbol_43.jpg Just Before to the Roland site towards the end of the map there is a security room on the second level (there are a number of prison cells in this room). You will see a ladder that goes to the catwalk in the top left of the New-U Station (Save Point). Jump off the catwalk onto the red pipes and work
your way into the safety room. The icon is located on the wall in the room. Borderlands2_Symbol_44.jpg Borderlands2_Symbol_45.jpg This icon can be found during the optional Splinter Group mission. Don't jump into the hole right away after talking to one of the guys in the splinter group and they buzz you in. Instead, look at the wall next to the hole to find
the icon. If you've already completed this quest, you can return to the area just before jumping into the hole to discover the icon. Caustic Caverns Symbol Location Borderlands2_Symbol_11.jpg Borderlands2_Symbol_12.jpg In a narrow corridor near the top of the ladder, returning to the area entrance from the Southeast Corner; it is opposite the ladder, you
need to jump from above, while [forward] Borderlands2_Symbol_21.jpg To the back of a stack of blocks, follow the edge of the cliff from the north. Map shows players in front of him. End of line symbol position hidden at the end of the line debunked Vault symbol.png end of line hidden vault symbol map.pngFind the first complete bridge with a move on it and
it is located on the left column. Eridium Blight Symbol Location Along the eastern side of a container in the Bandit camp in the north of the map, just before Lover's Leap. 2012-11-27_18-19-50_86.jpg 2012-11-27_18-20-24_1.jpgAt the exit to the Heroes Pass, on the south wall of the small bunker in front of the gate. 2012-11-27_18-25-08_450.jpg 2012-11-
27_18-25-34_896.jpgAlong the north wall on the ground in the Eridium extraction plant near the center of the map. Fink's Slaughter House Symbol Location 49520_screenshots_2013-01-22_00004.jpg 49520_screenshots_2013-01-22_00005.jpg Behind a large upper column along the southwestern wall. The icon is located on the back of the column.
Friendship Gulag Symbol Location Borderlands2_Symbol_28.jpg Borderlands2_Symbol_29.jpgFight / work your way into the northern part of the area. You will see a large Hyperion container. The icon is located on the back of the container. In a small corner just around the corner to the left of the shops near the beginning of the area. The second is at the end
of the level. As you approach the beginning of the plane, go under a bridge and you need to jump over the second column, where the vault symbol will be on the right side at the top. In the arena, the symbol is located on the ceiling of the run-down Opportunity Symbol Location Borderlands2_Symbol_50.jpg Borderlands2_Symbol_51.jpg
Borderlands2_Symbol_52.jpg Borderlands2_Symbol_53.jpgAt the bottom of the Once at the bottom of the elevator exit to the west side and turn around. You will notice a small switch to send the elevator back up. When the elevator moves upwards, note the vault icon on the bottom. Once the elevator is at the top, press the switch again and move on the left
(north) and click on the vault icon as it drops. You don't have to stand under the elevator, otherwise you'll die. Sanctuary Symbol Location Borderlands2_Symbol_19.jpg Borderlands2_Symbol_20.jpgAfter talking to Scooter, go under the stairs in his garage and look behind the pile of tires. Face the store entrance of Marcus Munitions and look for a small alley
on the left. Go to the end of the alley, turn right and look behind some boxes and a garbage compressor on the left. This one needs a little to get. Go to the second floor of Crimson Raiders Headquarters and jump from the balcony to the right. Jump on the roofs and make your way to a round Dahl sign. Use the vent behind the shield to jump on the roof
behind the shield. Next, jump on the curved roof by jumping up the notched part of the curved roof (a kind of view like a staircase going up the side of the roof). Now you make a running jump to the building roof across the street, which has a round silo part that hangs from its side (not Zeds -- that with the two-stage roof). This is a long jump and you jump on
the roof below. You will see the icon on the right -- the one with the small boxes -- once hidden on the roof. Borderlands2_Symbol_17.jpg Borderlands2_Symbol_18.jpgFind the bank in front of marcus ammunition, use it to jump on the roof. Turn and jump On the roof on the right, go the mattress and to the higher roof. Follow it past the outstanding wall until
you reach the balcony. Fall to the left and its there. Please don't try the loaded way to jump on some boxes, it's just frustrating. This way it's done in seconds. Borderlands2_Symbol_15.jpg Borderlands2_Symbol_16.jpgThis is a very small symbol and easy to miss. Walk out MoXXXi's Bar and down the stairs. Immediately to the left on the side of one of the
building column is where this symbol is. Sanctuary Hole Symbol Location 2013-01-08_19-19-18_376.jpg 2013-01-08_19-14-16_355.jpgFind the motel sign early in the zone, then just go under the stairs on the middle level and the icon should be hidden there. Sawtooth Boiler Symbol Position Borderlands2_Symbol_25.jpg To get to this, you have to jump
from above and get to the third steel beam from below. Borderlands2_Symbol_26.jpg Borderlands2_Symbol_27.jpg Southern Shelf Symbol Location Southern_Shelf_Symbol_1_pic.jpg Southern_Shelf_Symbol_1_map.jpgYou need to do the optional Mission Shielded Favors to find this At the back of the second floor of the shop you can walk up an angled
piece of building. Jump to the lift and then jump back to the vaulted roof of the building. Walk to the back of the building and drop onto the balcony. After you have fought your way through the freighter, go back to the place where the crane controls are located. Look for the toilets and you should see a place above them to which you can jump. Run and jump
across the platforms to work your way into a larger area that also has a chest. Southern Shelf Bay Symbol Location Southern_Shelf_Bay_Symbol_2_pic.jpg Southern_Shelf_Bay_Map_2.jpgIn the southwest corner of the map, look for a ship stuck in the ice. Jump up and work your way to the back of the ship. Southen_Shelf_Bay_Pic_1.jpg
Southern_Shelf_Bay_Map_1.jpgTravel to the northernmost building in the area. The building is on four round posts. Run between the posts to get to the back of the building and then turn around. The icon is located at the back of the building and all you need to do is jump on the vault icon. Southpaw Steam &amp; Power Symbol Location
00003.jpg|thumb|none|2012-10-02_00003.jpg]] 00005.jpg|thumb|none|2012-10-02_00005.jpg]] Get ready to go immediately after entering the upper leveland look for a huge fan that passes the side of the desired posters, fall into the wall with light that comes through it. You can see the icon on the right and a little of this fan. You can see a rotary gearbox and
a large steam pipe with a railing lower floor right in front of it. Jump on you. The symbol is located on the railing and then a running jump to the southern part of the steam line (a little tricky). You just need to jump the machine next to the pipe to get close enough tothe corner of the symbol.ladder. 00006.jpg|thumb|none|2012-10-02_00006.jpg]] While you are
workingMake your way further into the upper level and look for a huge fan through the system you will see another side of the rotary gearbox hidden in a small side area. Behind the wall with light coming through it. This fan is found immediately after the rotary wheel bottom, where you fight the first assassin. You can see the icon on the right and top along an
angled part of this fan. You can see a rotary gearbox and a large steam pipe with a railing in front of the machine. Jumpit. Either jump on the gearbox and quickly make a run jump on the angled platform. steam pipe (a little tricky) or jump from the aisle to the pipe. You only need to access the machine next to Pipe jump to get close enough to the symbol.
00001.jpg|thumb|none|2012-10-02_00001.jpg]] After completingIn the enemies in the facilitylong room where you work their way back to the front where third assassins, you started. You will see the last icon over a ladder that leads down Equipment on the area below. Climb down to the left of the ladder and space. Note: the symbol card above is justwrong,
do not refer to it. Jump to the left side of the equipment and quickly jump on the ladder.angled platform. Before fighting Terramorphous, go down to the left of the elevator to get the first vault symbol. There are two different ways to get it for the second vault symbol. After you fall down to fight Terramorphous, you'll find the second symbol by looking straight up.
The difficult way to discover this symbol is that Terramorphous knocks you into the symbol. The simple method is to have another player to help you by jumping into the drop first. Wait three seconds after they land, then jump after them and spam the jump and use keys as they run forward and look slightly up. Secondary method: When you go around the
ring, you will come to the center, water fall on one side (coming from above) and chest in a room on the other, look at the chest, go right until there is nothing above you, then look at the wall to your left, its just behind the plants there The dust symbol position Borderlands2_Symbol_30.jpg Borderlands2_Symbol_31.jpg In the west/southwest corner of the map
is a small camp called Moonshiner shack. After defeating the small group of enemies in the camp, use the smaller barracks to jump up to the round building by car. The symbol is located on the trunk of the car. 49520_screenshots_2013-01-23_00001.jpg In the middle of the map is a large warehouse called Goose's Roost, which can only be reached via a
large rock ramp. There's an optional side mission Too Close for Missiles that you can activate about a guy standing right in front of Ellie's garage (kill two flies with one flap). After you have started your vehicle from the ramp to get into the camp, you fight your way to the far west side of the camp. There you will see a gyro-copter helopad. Go on the back and
you will see a small place that you can cower down and crawl under the helopad. The icon is located below in the middle. Borderlands2_Symbol_34.jpg Borderlands2_Symbol_35.jpg Drive the race track and stop at the bridge. Go up the stairs and head east. Jump from the bridge to the rocks. The icon is located on the back of the wall. The Refrigerator
Symbol Location 16ABC6F24268C03FE673E0F093E1D0705523D516.jpg 49520_screenshots_2013-01-22_00009.jpg It is across the street to the northeast, from where you can lanny and its 7 dwarfs (walking distance to and then to the north from the Three Horns Valley Entrance). Look directly at where the consumption mark is located. You should be able
to climb the rocks next to the shed to reach the roof where the symbol is located. 4BB238A9E15FF3E634881CE68D7ABD2399D919B9.jpg 49520_screenshots_2013-01-22_00011.jpg Go directly west from the first vault symbol. There is an elevated platform overlooking the frozen lake and the bridge bridge a wooden wall under it. You can get behind the
wooden wall by jumping over some small rocks at sea level. The icon is located on the back of the wall. The Highlands Symbol position 7C7F50B93669E9AE9AE43667B0B531629A993ABE27732.jpg 3D6F0772A192E00E6E580FC4B95BC5F0585DBFD9.jpg Head to Aggregate Acquisition Hyperion Plant East of the Map, right to the north, from where you
originally enter the Highlands of The Highlands - Outwash. Make your way through the plant, the path along the cliff to the north, and across the bridge to the west, which is usually a designer waiting at the other end. Turn right, past the small garage and along the side of the building to the corner. On the wall at the corner is the symbol. It can be easily spotted
by the city of Overlook on the next Hyperion Tower. The Holy Spirit Symbol Location This is very small and easy to miss. Go to the bathroom directly to the right of the bar area and go to the second stand. Look at the posters on the wall on the right and you will see the symbol about halfway to the top right of the posters. Thousand Cuts Symbol Location
Borderlands2_Symbol_38.jpg Borderlands2_Symbol_39.jpg Borderlands2_Symbol_40.jpg Borderlands2_Symbol_41.jpg Three Horns Divide Symbol Location Enter the Windbreak Camp area and go to the remotest Souteast peak of the camp. Walk to the back of the buildings on the left and you will see the icon on the back of one of the barracks. Drive into
the western part of Three Horns Divide below through the southern entrance to the Three Horns Valley. Follow the road to the broken billboard on the side of the road. It is located on the back of the shield facing up. A few good hops and you have it. Travel northeast from the Billboard symbol position to the Drydocks (high-level bandit area). Fight/work your
way into the northern largest part of the area. Go to the second level, go to the farthest corner you can, and then turn around. The symbol is located on the side of the building with the curved roof. Three Horns Valley Symbol Location Go to Catch-a-Ride, located just outside the Southpaw Steam and Power Fortress. Turn left and walk along the outside of the
fortress wall. Jump over the 4 pipes and take a right. The safe symbol is located between the three ammunition chests. Drive south of the map (just south of the exit to Southpaw Steam and Power). Drive/ walk through the pond area on the left side of the water. Go to the edge of the map and you will see a small house. Prepare to fend off 2 badass enemies
that have come out of the building Be. Finish them off and the vault icon will be in the house with some chests. 49520_screenshots_2013-02-05_00001.jpgYou will not be able to access this icon until you have enabled the Bloodball Fortress Storyline mission. After completion of all Drive to the entrance of Bloodshot Stronghold. Turn left before crossing the
bridge to Bloodshot Stronghold and walking along the ice edges. The vault icon is on the left, on the back of one of the buildings. Tundra Express Symbol Location Climb the ladder that takes you to the second level of the Varkid Ranch Observatory.  Walk around on the opposite side and you will see the icon on the ground. Drive north from Tiny Tina's
workshop to the building directly at the fork in the railway tracks.  The symbol is located on the north side of the building.as soon as you come to the bottem of the elevator, looking at the warrior position, looking right and jumping down to the small bar, its on the left side of the wall gives Wildlife Exploitation Preserve Symbol Location
Borderlands2_Symbol_46.jpg Borderlands2_Symbol_47.jpgOK.... This really sucks to get and it took a while to figure out where it was and how to get it.  WARNING: You can really easily die trying to get to this symbol through the crane that crushes you!  In the southwest corner of the Preserve Dockyard, you can see a huge crane picking up containers from
a ship and swinging them to a building on the edge of the water.  What you need to do is wait until the crane starts to pick up a container from inside the ship and then jump on the crane.  You need to keep your balance and stay away from the middle part where the crane stops on the container (or you will die).  The only way I've managed to do it is to always
tap the analog poles so easily to balance on the outside edge as the crane swings over to the building.  Jump to the top of the building and the symbol is on the back wall on the roof of the building. Borderlands2_Symbol_48.jpg There is a road on the upper level that runs and circles in the southern part of the area (looks like a side question mark on the
map).  Shortly after the fight/ Work your way out of the Preserve Dockyard area you will see a small hill and some rocks that will allow you to get on the road.  Follow the road to the place where it almost stops and the symbol is on the ground. Ground.
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